FOOT 2021: the Miracle Year
After a year of remote and virtual FOOT, we were eager to get back in-person in the woods. Little did we know what awaited us...

Part 1: Pre-FOOT
Leader Wilderness First Aid Training
Soul Core Training

Our Fearless Poobahs
The BOOT!

EQ Core

FOOT FOOD
However, we were now facing the **Delta Variant**. Vaccinations, Testing and Masks required. We will beat this virus!

During August Pre-FOOT Training, what's this? A Hurricane? 😳
Monday morning FOOT Check-in!

The line went from Phelps Gate all the way to Elm Street!!! (We had 100 extra students this year!)
Monday evening: news that the Catskills are flooded! Have to reroute 15 trips by 7:00AM tomorrow! (that used to be a trickle of a stream)

Cilla making a call to the Berkshires ranger even though we are already on every trail. (and yes, trying to burrow into the wall)

We can double up in the Berkshires! Yippee!
Part 2: FOOT on the trail!

Tuesday morning: Awaiting the bus

Naomi Poobah

Kapp Poobah
On the Trail

Starting to bond

Taking in the view
A few days after FOOT, Ida Hurricane hits the Northeast. But on FOOT, NO RAIN! A miracle!!

What Caused Northeast Flooding, Tornado Disaster?

September 4, 2021
Yay! We did it! FOOT Leaders 2021
And Harvard and Princeton opted for Day Trips from their campus...